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ABSTRACT
In this article we introduce a computational procedure, OPTCOMB (Optimal Pattern
of Tiling for COMBinatorial library design), for
designing protein hybrid libraries that optimally
balance library size with quality. The proposed
procedure is directly applicable to oligonucleotide
ligation-based protocols such as GeneReassembly,
DHR, SISDC, and many more. Given a set of parental
sequences and the size ranges of the parental sequence fragments, OPTCOMB determines the optimal junction points (i.e., crossover positions) and
the fragment contributing parental sequences at
each one of the junction points. By rationally selecting the junction points and the contributing parental sequences, the number of clashes (i.e., unfavorable interactions) in the library is systematically
minimized with the aim of improving the overall
library quality. Using OPTCOMB, hybrid libraries
containing fragments from three different dihydrofolate reductase sequences (Escherichia coli, Bacillus subtilis, and Lactobacillus casei) are computationally designed. Notably, we ﬁnd that there exists
an optimal library size when both the number of
clashes between the fragments composing the library and the average number of clashes per hybrid
in the library are minimized. Results reveal that the
best library designs typically involve complex tiling
patterns of parental segments of unequal size hard
to infer without relying on computational means.
Proteins 2005;60:769 –777. © 2005 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION
The directed evolution of variants of a single gene1 or a
family of genes2 coupled with a screening or selection step
has emerged as a dominant strategy for creating proteins
with improved or novel properties.3 Recent developments
in methods for directed evolution have led to new approaches4 – 6 for creating diverse combinatorial libraries
with tunable statistics irrespective of sequence homology.
Two of these methods, GeneReassembly4 and Degenerate
Homoduplex Recombination (DHR),5 use synthesized degenerate oligonucleotides for tailoring the diversity of a
library. These oligonucleotides are designed to include
coding information for the polymorphisms present in the
parental set, while also including “customized” sequence
identity at predetermined locations enabling annealing©
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based recombination. The “customized” sequence identity
enables the targeted introduction of crossovers at only
desired positions. Alternatively, in sequence-independent
site-directed chimeragenesis (SISDC),6 the exact location
of crossovers is predetermined by the use of marker tags
for endonuclease recognition. These are two examples out
of many currently available protocols that are capable of
creating the desired level and type of diversity in a
combinatorial library.3
Despite these developments, protein engineering remains a formidable task because it is still unclear what
should the optimal level and type of diversity be for
sampling the sequence space spanned by the parental
sequence set.7,8 Most proteins in nature exhibit complex
networks of dynamic interaction for function.9 –12 Therefore, a large number of crossovers between parental sequences is likely to disrupt vital interactions 13–16 rendering most hybrids nonfunctional. In fact, it is commonly
observed that the average activity of a library tends to
drop off as parental sequence similarity decreases.1,8 On
the other hand, a combinatorial library generated by
introducing only a few crossovers will sample only a very
small portion of sequence space by retaining many large
contiguous parental sequence stretches. Therefore, a
key open challenge is how to a priori identify the optimal
design of a library. This entails the identiﬁcation of (1)
the optimal library size, (2) number and location of
junction points, and (3) the parental sequences that
contribute a fragment at each one of the junction points
(see Fig. 1).
A number of strategies have been developed to assess
the quality of a library based on sequence and/or structural information encoded within the parental/family sequences to guide the design of combinatorial libraries.13–16
Typically, this involves the deﬁnition of a scoring metric
for evaluating the ﬁtness of hybrid protein sequences
against the parental sequences. This concept was pioneered with the development of SCHEMA algorithm16
that hypothesizes that structural disruptions are introduced when a contacting residue pair in a hybrid has
differing parental origins. Hybrids are scored for stability
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Fig. 1. A pictorial representation of the example where three parental sequences form a combinatorial
library through recombination. The clashes between different residues are shown as double-headed arrows.
The junction points are shown as dashed lines. The combinatorial libraries are designed using two different
design rules: (a) all parental sequences contribute fragments at each of the junction points, and (b) selective
restrictions are imposed on the set of oligomers being contributed by the parents.

by counting the number of disruptions.17,18 Recently, a
dynamic programming algorithm was proposed18 that
identiﬁes the location of junction points that minimize
SCHEMA disruption without allowing for parental fragment skipping. Alternatively, a number of methods have
been developed in our group based on (1) mean-ﬁeld
energy calculations to infer correlations in substitution
patterns (SIRCH15), (2) pinpointing property value deviations (i.e., charge, volume, and hydrophobicity) from parental sequences,14 and (3) family sequence statistics for clash
identiﬁcation (FamClash13). Comparisons with experimental studies13,14,17 have shown that crossovers are indeed
preferentially allocated to avoid the predicted clashes
among functional hybrids. Interestingly, using FamClash13 we demonstrated in one case that hybrid activity
levels were inversely proportional to the number of clashes
in these hybrids.
These methods hint at a design strategy that forms the
basis for the computational design procedure OPTCOMB
introduced in this article. OPTCOMB pinpoints the location of junctions between fragments as well as their sizes
and their parental origins such that the number of clashes
between the fragments constituting the library is minimized. Two optimization models are considered abstracting two classes of experimental strategies for combinatorial library generation: (i) no restrictions are imposed on
the contributing parental sequences [e.g., SISDC; see Fig.
1(a)], and (ii) restrictions are imposed on the set of
oligomers being contributed by the parental sequences in
certain locations [e.g., DHR and GeneReassembly; see Fig.
1(b)]. Both optimization models are tested on the computational design of a combinatorial library formed by three
dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR) sequences from E. coli, B.
subtilis, and L. casei.

MATHEMATICAL MODELING
The design of a combinatorial library entails a number of
discrete decisions such as (1) the placement and the
number of junction points to be selected, (2) whether or not
a given position along the sequence is a junction point, and
(3) if a particular parental sequence contributes a fragment/
oligomer at a given junction point. To model these decisions, the OPTCOMB optimization models draw upon
mixed-integer linear programming formulations that use
binary variables to mathematically represent these discrete decisions. These binary variables act as on/off switches
that encode, for instance, the presence/absence of a junction point. The OPTCOMB procedure makes use of models
M1 and M2 corresponding to the experimental setups
illustrated by Figure 1(a) and (b), respectively. Speciﬁcally, model M1 abstracts experimental protocols where all
parental sequences contribute a fragment at each one of
the junction points. The design variables are binary variables that denote the presence or absence of a junction
point along the sequence. On the other hand, model M2
abstracts experimental protocols where “skipping” of parental fragments is permitted. Additional design variables are
included in the model to account for whether or not a
particular parental sequence contributes a fragment at a
junction point. In both M1 and M2, the design variables
are adjusted such that the total number of clashing
residue pairs between fragments that constitute the library is minimized. These clashes can be identiﬁed using
many available computational approaches.13–16
In addition to the constraints included in the two models
that penalize the simultaneous selection of clash forming
fragments, other constraints can be included to impose
additional requirements. For example, such requirements
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may include the preservation of two or more residues to
ensure that crucial interactions for catalysis or binding
with external molecules are retained.19,20 Constraints can
also be included to guide the selection of junction points
based on user-deﬁned requirements. For example, constraints can be used to direct selection of junction points
within loop regions21 so that structural elements (i.e,
␣-helices, ␤-sheets, etc.) are not disrupted enabling the
swapping of low energy secondary structures.22 In addition, constraints can be incorporated to minimize bias in
family DNA shufﬂing so that each of the parental sequences contributes a similar number of fragments/
oligomers to the library or alternatively to restrict crossover positions to regions of high-sequence identity for
proper ligation. The inclusion of such constraints in the
current implementation, although not explicitly covered
here, is quite straightforward.
The simpler model M1 is applicable when no restrictions
are imposed on the contributing parental sequences [Fig.
1(a)]. The only design variables whose values need to be
determined are the locations of junction points. The sets,
parameters, and variables used in model M1 are described
below.
Sets:
k, k1, k2 僆 {1,2, . . .,K} ⫽ set of parental sequences
i, i1, i2 僆 {1, 2, . . .,I} ⫽ set of aligned positions
Parameters:
N
Lmin
Lmax
Cik11ik2 2

⫽
⫽
⫽
⫽

Number of oligomers
Length of shortest allowable oligomer
Length of longest allowable oligomer
1 if a clash exists between residue i1 of parental
sequence k1 and residue i2 of parental sequence k2; i1 ⬍ i2; k1 ⫽ k2
⫽ 0 otherwise

Variables:
Yi ⫽ 1 if an oligomer starts at position i (i.e., a junction
point)
⫽ 0 otherwise
Zi1i2 ⫽ 1 if there exists at least one pair of parental
sequences for which there is a clash between
residues at positions i1 and i2.
⫽ 0 otherwise
Note that here the values assigned to parameters Cik11ik2 2 are
either 1 or 0, depending on whether there exists a clash
between the two residues. Alternatively, continuous values (e.g., between 0 and 1) that quantify the severity of the
clashes could also be used. Based on the above deﬁned sets,
parameters, and variables, the model M1 of OPTCOMB
yields an optimization problem implemented as the following mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) formulation.
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K
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冘
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0 ⱕ Z i 1i 2, ⱕ 1;

Y i⫽1 ⫽ 1

(8)

The objective function [Eq. (1)] of model M1 entails the
minimization of the number of clashes between oligomers/
fragments selected for library design. Constraint 2 ensures
that the number of oligomers present is greater than or
equal to some speciﬁed target, thus establishing the
library size. The lower and upper bounds on the lengths of
all oligomers is enforced by constraints 3 and 4, respectively. Typically, these lengths are determined based on
the speciﬁcs of the ligation protocol [e.g., GeneReassembly
(39 – 60 nucleotides or 13–20 amino acids),4 DHR (54 –72
nucleotides or 18 –24 amino acids5)]. Note that the oligomer size ranges (Lmin, Lmax) determine the range of
values that N can take, and therefore indirectly determine
the library size. For a given value of Lmin and Lmax, the
values of N can range between Nmin ⫽ K ⫻ I/Lmax and
Nmax ⫽ K ⫻ I/Lmin , where F corresponds to the ﬂoor
function. Therefore, the library size will range between
KNmin/K and KNmax/K. Clearly, as the oligomer sizes reduce, the parental sequences can be divided into larger
number of fragments allowing a larger number of combinations of these fragments to be available for the construction of hybrids. Equation (5) in conjunction with Equation
(6) determines whether a clash is formed between any two
positions (i1, i2) of the selected fragments from parents (k1,
k2). Equation (7) ensures that the last fragment of each
parental sequence falls within the allowable range of
fragment lengths.
Note that in model M1, the included constraints ensure
that all parental sequences must contribute a fragment at
all junction points without skipping. Therefore, the only
means of clash relief is the judicious selection of junction
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points such that the minimum number of clashes is formed
while ensuring that minimum and maximum fragment
size limits are satisﬁed. Alternatively, model M2 allows for
more ﬂexibility as it accounts for the “skipping” of parental
fragments. Clashes are relieved based on the selection of
crossover positions and also on the choice of parental
fragments at each one of the junction points [Fig. 1(b)].
This additional complexity requires additional variables
and constraints to capture information on the selection/
rejection of fragments of different parental sequences at
each one of the junction points. Note that by restricting the
contributing parents at each one of the junction points
many more clashes can be relieved for the same number of
junction points. Model M2 retains all the variables deﬁned
for model M1 in addition to the following new ones:
New variables:
yik ⫽ 1 if a new oligomer starts at position i for
parent k
⫽ 0 otherwise
Yi ⫽ 1 if a new oligomer starts at position i for at
least one parent
⫽ 0 otherwise
Zik11ik2 2 ⫽ 1 if residues i1 of parent k1 and i2 if parent k2
are selected and Cik11ik2 2 ⫽ 1
⫽ 0 otherwise
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Note that Equations (15) and (16) involve the product of
binary variables. This is linearized by introducing a new
set of variables wik1k2 ⫽ yik1 䡠 yik2 to exactly recast the
product as a set of linear constraints:23
y ik 1 䡠 y ik 2 ⫽ w ik 1k 2
w ik1k2ⱕy ik1;

w ik1k2ⱕy ik2;

(19)

w ik1k2ⱖy ik1⫹y ik2⫺1;

0 ⱕ w ik 1k 2 ⱕ 1
The objective function [Eq. (9)] entails the minimization of
the number of clashes between fragments that constitute
the library. Equation (10) ensures that the total number of
oligomers selected for library design is greater than some
speciﬁed lower bound. The lower and upper bounds on the
lengths of all oligomers is enforced by constraints 11 and
12, respectively. Equation (13) ensures the presence of a
junction point if a particular parent contributes a fragment starting at that position. Equation (14) ensures that
at least one parental sequence contributes a fragment at
any given junction point. Equation (15) in conjunction with
Equation (16) determines whether a clash is formed between any two positions (i1, i2) of the selected fragments
(k1, k2). Finally, Equation (17) ensures that the length of
the last segment of each parental sequence falls between
Lmin and Lmax.
The solution of the OPTCOMB models (M1 or M2)
provides the complete design of the combinatorial library
of a given speciﬁed size that minimizes the presence of
clashes. By successively varying the number of junction
points or fragments (N), a tradeoff curve between library
size and percent of clash-free variants (or the average
number of clashes per hybrid) can be generated. This curve
provides a systematic way for determining the optimal
library size given the set of parental sequences and the
residue clash map. Note that in this study we have used
the percent of clash-free hybrids in a library as a surrogate
measure of library quality. However, the OPTCOMB model
can also be used for cases where the metric of library
quality is different. In such a case, the objective and
scoring (Cik11ik2 2 functions will need to be appropriately
deﬁned. For example, when the metric of quality is the
average stability of the library, the scoring function (or the
number of clashes here) should be a descriptor of stability14 rather than of activity.
RESULTS

i2

Z ik11ik22 ⱕ
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冘
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I⫺L max⫹1
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The optimal tradeoff between library size and clashes is
examined using OPTCOMB for combinatorial libraries
composed of the well studied dihydrofolate reductase
(DHFR) proteins from E. coli, B. subtilis, and L. casei.
Clashes between residues of different parental sequences
are ﬁrst derived using the FamClash13 procedure. According to the FamClash procedure clashes occur when a
statistically signiﬁcant deviation in the properties (such as
charge, volume, and hydrophobicity) of pairs of residues in
the hybrids are observed from the values observed in the
protein family.13 Similar results are observed when clashes
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4. What is the effect of library size on the relative contribution of fragments by the three parental sequences, clash
distribution, and the tiling combinations?

Fig. 2. Clash maps determined using the FamClash procedure13
corresponding to the three different sequence combinations [E. coli–L.
casei (black-gray), B. subtilis–L. casei (black-gray), and B. subtilis–E. coli
(black-gray)]. Note that the color shown in the parentheses alongside
each pair of sequences correspond to the corresponding pair of parental
sequences. Residues in the hybrids retained from parental sequences
with the same color as the arc connecting them lead to a clash.

are identiﬁed based on steric hindrance, charge repulsion,
and hydrogen bond disruption.14 The DHFR protein family sequence data required for clash prediction is downloaded from the PFAM24 database including 300 sequences in total. Out of the total 50 clashes identiﬁed, 20
clashes are between E. coli–B. subtilis (sequence identity ⫽ 44.0%), 9 clashes are between B. subtilis–L. casei
(sequence identity ⫽ 36.10%), and 21 clashes are between
L. casei–E. coli (sequence identity ⫽ 28.4%) sequence pairs
(see Fig. 2). Notably, most of the clashes (41 out of 50) are
associated with the E. coli sequence even though it is not
the most divergent of the three sequences. These clashes
are encoded using the Cik11ik2 2 parameters and imported into
the OPTCOMB procedure to guide the design of the
combinatorial library. The OPTCOMB optimization models (M1 and M2) are solved using the CPLEX solver25
accessed via the GAMS26 modeling environment. This
computational base enables us to explore the following
questions:
1. How many clashes remain in the combinatorial library
designs obtained using models M1 and M2 as a function
of library size and how does this number compare with
randomly generated libraries?
2. What are the oligomer/fragment tiling characteristics
of the optimally designed libraries?
3. Is there an optimal library size that leads to a minimum
of retained clashes per hybrid?

To answer the ﬁrst question, model (M1 and M2) driven
designs are ﬁrst contrasted against randomly generated
libraries to assess whether the systematic selection of
junction points affords signiﬁcant gains over random
choices. The optimal designs obtained using models M1
and M2 are also compared against each other to infer the
extent of improvement achieved by disallowing fragments
from participating in library design. Both OPTCOMB
models (M1 and M2) are solved for different values of N
(number of oligomers) allowing for a minimum and maximum oligomer length of 15 and 30 residues, respectively,
covering the range of length of oligonucleotides used in the
GeneReassembly and DHR protocols.4,5 Library designs of
increasing size are generated computationally for N equal
to 15, 18, 21, 24, 27, and 30. In addition, random tiling
combinations are generated for the same number and
length of oligomers using the same design constraints
outlined for models M1 and M2 [see Fig. 1(a) and (b)] and
the average number of clashes per hybrid are calculated
for different library sizes. As expected, we ﬁnd that in both
cases the libraries designed using OPTCOMB include
much fewer clashes than the randomly generated libraries. Figure 3 depicts the number of clashes (}) retained
between optimally designed oligomers using model M1
[Fig. 3(a)] and model M2 [Fig. 3(b)] against library size.
These clashes are contrasted against the average number
of clashes (Œ) between oligomers for randomly generated
tiling combinations for the two cases. These results clearly
demonstrate that substantial improvement in library design can be made by pro-actively minimizing clash retentions. Comparisons between optimal designs obtained
with models M1 and M2 reveal that the additional ﬂexibility of “skipping” of certain parental fragments at key
junction positions reduces clash retention by approximately 50% (see Fig. 3) for the same library size.
The second question focuses on the tiling characteristics
of optimal library designs. We ﬁnd that, in general, the
optimal designs obtained using model M2 involve fragments of roughly similar lengths with, however, widely
varying contributions from different parental sequences.
In contrast, optimal designs using model M1 typically
employ nonuniform fragment lengths. For example, Figure 4 shows the optimal tiling pattern obtained using
model M2 for N ⫽ 21. Only a small portion of the E. coli
sequence is present while most of L. casei and the entire B.
subtilis sequence are participating in the optimal library
design reﬂecting that OPTCOMB systematically disallows
fragments from the E. coli sequence implicated in clash
formation. The concatenation of the oligomers shown in
Figure 4 yields a library composed of 1536 hybrids that
avoid 44 out of the 50 clashes identiﬁed using FamClash.
The remaining six clashes are shown as arcs connecting
the two implicated residues (see Fig. 4). In contrast,
libraries designed by random selection of junction points
and sequence tiles involve on average 26 clashes. Notably,
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Fig. 3. Plot of the number of clashes between optimally designed oligomers (}) using models (a) M1 and
(b) M2 against library size. The average numbers of clashes between randomly generated designs (Œ) for
various library sizes are also shown.

Fig. 4. Results obtained using model M2 for minimum and maximum
fragment lengths of 15 and 30 residues respectively and N ⫽ 21. The
clashes that are retained are shown as dashed arcs with the position of
the ﬁrst residue of a clashing pair in the hybrid being represented by a dot
(F).

the designed crossover positions do not follow any easily
discernable patterns in terms of the underlying secondary
structure. Although many of the designed crossovers fall
within the loop regions, many of them are found to be
within ␣-helices and ␤-sheets. The crossover positions also
seem to be equally distributed between conserved and
nonconserved stretches of parental sequences.
The third question examines the optimal tradeoff between library size and quality exempliﬁed by the number
of clashes between fragments chosen for the library design, the percent of clash-free hybrids and the average
number of remaining clashes per hybrid. Clearly, the
number of both the clash-free and clash-containing hybrids increases with increasing library size. However,
because there is a limit to the number of sequences that
can be screened, we use the percent of clash-free hybrids as
a metric of quality. Tradeoff curves for these three different library quality metrics are generated using model M2
to assess library quality (see Fig. 5). Figure 5(a) shows the
tradeoff curve between library size and number of clashes
between fragments that constitute the library for different
values of N. The number of clashing residue pairs is, as
expected, monotonically increasing with library size. Interestingly, we ﬁnd that the rate of increase, beyond a library
size of approximately 1.6 ⫻ 103 [shown as a dashed line in
Fig. 5(a)], is dramatically enhanced. It appears that beyond this size threshold OPTCOMB runs out of nearly
clash-free fragment combinations, and thus clash-forming

fragments must be used to meet the increased library size
requirements. The same behavior is observed for libraries
designed using varying ranges of fragment length implying a global trend. This transition point also shows prominently in the tradeoff curves between (1) the percent of
clash-free hybrids and the library size [see Fig. 5(b)], and
(2) the average number of clashes per hybrid versus the
library size [Fig. 5(c)]. We ﬁnd that the percent of clashfree hybrids increase up to this transition point and
afterwards it begins to decline [Fig. 5(b)]. Accordingly, the
average number of clashes per hybrid decreases up to this
point and begins to rise again [Fig. 5(c)]. The reason for
this trend is that for small library sizes the OPTCOMB
model chooses the junction points and the contributing
parental sequences such that most of the clash-forming
fragments are avoided. However, there is only a limited
number of clash-free fragment combinations, all of which
are selected before the threshold library size. Therefore, to
obtain library sizes beyond this threshold size, the model is
forced to choose fragments involving increasingly higher
number of clashes resulting in the decline in the percent of
clash-free hybrids (or alternatively resulting in the increase in the percent of hybrids with clashes) in the
library. It is noteworthy that this transition point is at
approximately the same library size (or value of N) for all
library quality metrics [see Figure 5(a)–(c)]. The a priori
identiﬁcation of this optimal library size is of considerable
importance to the application of directed evolution protocols by answering the question of what is the appropriate
library size that best balances diversity with quality for a
given protein engineering task.
As expected, the optimal library size is a strong function
of the fragment/oligomer sizes, and is found to increase
substantially with decreasing fragment length ranges.
Figure 6 depicts the optimal library size for different
ranges of fragment sizes. Smaller fragment sizes afford
more fragment choices for library design and signiﬁcantly
more tiling combinations to choose from. Because different
experimental protocols for directed evolution have different requirements on fragment lengths, the tradeoff curves
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Fig. 6. Plot of the optimal library size for different ranges (10 –25,
15–30, 20 –35, 25– 40, and 30 – 45) of fragment lengths. The optimal
library size decreases with increasing fragment sizes.

Fig. 5. (a) Plot of the number of clashes between selected parental
fragments (corresponding to N ⫽ 15, 18, 21, 24, 27, and 30; Lmin ⫽ 15 and
Lmax ⫽ 30) forming the library against library size. There is an optimal
library size ⬃1.6 ⫻103 (shown with a dashed line) beyond which the
number of clashes increases signiﬁcantly. (b) Plot of the percent of
clash-free hybrids versus library size. Notably, at the transition point/
optimal library size (1.6 ⫻ 103) the percent of clash-free hybrids is at a
maximum. (c) Plot of the average number of clashes per hybrid versus
library size. Again the minimum number of clashes is observed at the
optimal library size (1.6 ⫻ 103).

such as the one shown in Figure 6 can aid in selecting the
correct protocol based on library size or the sequence space
to be explored.
The last question explores the effect of combinatorial
library size (or N) on the tiling combination, the clash
distribution, and the relative contribution of the three
parental sequences towards the library. We ﬁnd that the
optimal tiling combination and the relative contribution of
the parental sequences change signiﬁcantly when N is
varied (see Fig. 7) and that there exists persistently
“skipped” fragments (e.g., residues 80 –130 of the E. coli
sequence) in the tiling combinations. For example, we
observe that the contribution of the B. subtilis and L. casei
sequences to the library increases with N. Interestingly,
we ﬁnd that although initially the E. coli sequence contribution to the library is equal to the one from L. casei
(⬃40% each for N ⫽ 15), it rapidly drops to 10% (for N ⫽
18), after which it increases to meet the increasingly
higher required numbers of oligomers (see Fig. 7). At the
end (N ⫽ 30), there are no skipped fragments, thus
recovering the solution of model M1. Although, the fragment sizes are allowed to vary from 15–30 residues, we
ﬁnd that the fragment size chosen in the library design are
fairly uniform and range between 15–18 residues. Clearly,
smaller fragments allow for more ﬂexibility, and therefore
enhance the chances of avoiding the clashes. The largely
nonvarying fragment sizes imply that the location of the
junction points as well do not change signiﬁcantly (see Fig.
7). The distribution of number of hybrids based on the
number of clashes follow a log-normal distribution with
the number of clashes in the hybrids varying from 0 –10.
The distribution of clashes is narrow for small values of N
and broadens with increasing N. Note that the total
number of clashes present in the hybrids of a given library
vary between 0 –10 and is signiﬁcantly lower than the total
number of clashing residue pairs that can be formed
between the fragments that constitute the library (as
many as 39 for N ⫽ 30).
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Fig. 7.

The tiling choices and the clash distributions for the hybrids for N ⫽ 15, 18, 21, 24, 27, and 30.

SUMMARY
In this article, the OPTCOMB procedure was introduced
for the optimal design of synthetic oligomer ligation based
protocols.4 – 6 The capabilities of OPTCOMB were demonstrated by computationally designing recombinant libraries composed of sequences from E. coli, B. subtilis, and L.
casei DHFR proteins. The key result of this study is the

computational veriﬁcation of the existence of an optimal
library size that best balances library diversity and quality. The optimal library size was found to be a strong
function of fragment size and involved the coordinated
skipping of certain parental fragments.
Clearly, the obtained results depend on the accuracy
of the clash prediction frameworks.13–16 We expect that

DESIGN OF COMBINATORIAL PROTEIN LIBRARIES OF OPTIMAL SIZE

more accurate clash prediction methods will become
available in the future, which can capture backbone
movement in the hybrids through the use of sophisticated potential energy/scoring functions.27–29 Nevertheless, OPTCOMB provides a versatile framework that
can handle the information generated by various clash
prediction methods.13–16

14.

15.

16.
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